The development of new methods for the solution of nonlinear ordinary and partial differential equations and many other types of equations that model real-life nonlinear phenomena continues to be an active area of research. In recent years, there has been an upsurge in research that is focused on developing improvements of existing solution techniques with the aim of optimising their efficiency and performance. Focus has also been directed to the development of solution methods that are sufficiently robust to solve complex problems that cannot be completely resolved using standard solution methods. This special issue aims to report on the recently developed solution methods and their application in solving real-life problems. The special issue contains articles drawn from a wide range of mostly engineering applications.
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"On the Optimal Auxiliary Linear Operator for the Spectral Homotopy Analysis Method Solution of Nonlinear Ordinary Differential Equations" by S. S. Motsa seeks to identify the optimal linear operator for the solution of nonlinear ordinary differential equations. The linear operators can be used with different variants of the homotopy analysis method. The study introduces new procedures of defining the auxiliary linear operators and compares solutions generated using the new linear operators against solutions obtained using well-known linear operators. "Local Fractional Fourier Series Method for Solving Nonlinear Equations with Local Fractional Operators" by Y.-J. Yang and S.-Q. Wang presents an implementation of the local fractional Fourier series method in solving nonlinear equations drawn from the fractal set. Examples discussed in the study of Y.-J. Yang and S.-Q. Wang include a local fractional differential equation, an integral-differential equation, and an integral-differential equation system. The approach used in the study is aimed at generalising and enriching the well-known local fractional Fourier series method. The generalized approach is reported to have the benefit of simplifying the process of solving partial differential or integral-differential equations. The simplification involves transforming the given equations into a system of ordinary differential equations, thereby reducing potentially complicated calculations to a relatively manageable computational task.
A new fourth-order energy conservative compact finite difference scheme is proposed by S. Li et al. in "A FourthOrder Conservative Compact Finite Difference Scheme for the Generalized RLW Equation." The proposed method is used to generate solutions of the generalized regularized long wave (GRLW) equation. Rigorous convergence and error analysis is presented to give insight into the numerical properties of the method from a theoretical viewpoint. The theoretical results are validated using numerical computational results for the solution of the GRLW for single solitary Mathematical Problems in Engineering waves. Results from the numerical experimentation agree with the theory and demonstrate that the proposed method is accurate, effective, and reliable.
"Self-Similar Unsteady Flow of a Sisko Fluid in a Cylindrical Tube Undergoing Translation" by M. Khan et al. considers the unidirectional flow of a Sisko fluid in a cylindrical tube due to translation of the tube wall. Lie symmetry analysis is used to obtain similarity equations in the form of nonlinear ordinary differential equation (ODE). The ODE is numerically integrated using some packages that are available as built-in functions in the Matlab computing environment. The study gives new insights into the physics of the Sisko fluid and Newtonian flow. "Analytical Modelling of Three-Dimensional Squeezing Nanofluid Flow in a Rotating Channel on a Lower Stretching Porous Wall" by N. Freidoonimehr et al. employs the differential transform method (DTM) to study the threedimensional flow of a nanofluid in a rotating channel on a lower permeable stretching porous wall. The physical effect of different type of nanoparticles is studied using water as a based fluid. The effect of the pertinent physical parameters is illustrated graphically and important conclusion on the influence of these parameters on the flow profile is discussed.
In In summary, a number of recently developed solution methods have been proposed in this special issue. Other methods were introduced to explain phenomena that cannot be unravelled using standard methods. Stanford Shateyi Robert A. van Gorder Najib Laraqi B. Rush Kumar 
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